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Robotic Cell Culture
Media Development
ValitaCell and Arctoris transform Media
Development by combining automation
with novel assay technology.
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Background

Automated ChemStress® is precise
and produces better data quality

Cell culture media is complicated. In addition to
fulfilling the cell’s basic nutritional requirements,
it also contains active components that nurture
the cell by stimulating key pathways required for
growth and protein production.

ChemStress® fingerprints were generated on a
CHO cell line by an expert manual operator and
Ulysses’ liquid handling robots.

Biologics manufacturing requires an optimal media
formulation capable of supporting higher growth
rates and protein production. Media formulation
departments across Biopharma strive to identify
optimal formulations to boost yields and
minimise costs.

After plate seeding and incubation for three
days, cell viability fingerprints were measured by
PrestoBlue® (ThermoFisher) fluorescent intensity
using a BMG Labtech plate reader. Plate readings
were pre-processed using ValitaCell’s proprietary
quality control algorithms.
Standard deviations for each ChemStress®
chemical were calculated across plate replicates
(n=3). Noise by automated preparation is very low,
even in comparison to an experienced
pipette operator.

Growth and productivity assays are fast and
simple tests that can be easily scaled to screen
many media formulations. Yet these high-level
metrics often mask important underlying cell
sensitivities to media that can impact production
performance. ChemStress® is a rapid cell function
profiling tool that can reveal key sensitivities.
For this case study, ValitaCell collaborated with
Oxford-based drug discovery company Arctoris,
to couple their rich cell function fingerprinting
technology ChemStress® with Arctoris’ end-to-end
automated platform, Ulysses. The precision and
throughput of automated ChemStress® assays
opens up new possibilities in Media Development.

Standard deviation when the experiment
execution is automated is lower in most of the
chemicals and with an average of 3 % vs 5 %
respectively for automated vs manual execution.
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Figure 1. ChemStress® plate replicate % standard deviation by manual and Ulysses plate seeding and measurement.
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Automated ChemStress® is fast

Automated ChemStress® as
a Service

The major benefit of automated ChemStress®
is experimental throughput. Developing media
amounts to conducting a complicated search
across a very large design space of possible
formulations. Sensibly, this cannot be done in a
data vacuum. Currently, rich data generation is a
major constraint on Media Development.

Ulysses’ advanced robotics makes ChemStress®
into a walkaway platform, saving bench user time.
To make the platform even more accessible, we
have servitised the entire system so candidate
formulations can easily be sent for ChemStress®
assessment, freeing you up to focus on more
intellectually demanding tasks. ChemStress®
screening is just a click-and-a-courier away.

ChemStress® enriches media assays, Ulysses
brings the speed needed to explore more
formulations. Thanks to Ulysses, we can now
screen dozens of media formulations per week
with ChemStress®.

Summary

The automated plates were run on Ulysses, the
end-to-end robotic platform developed and
operated by Arctoris. Ulysses reduced the overall
time needed for planning, executing and analyzing
data from the assay by 57% whilst dramatically
increasing the data quality (3% vs 5 % standard
deviation in automated vs manual execution,
see figure 1).

ChemStress® and Ulysses have proven to
be an ideal technological combination to
streamline cell function screening, reducing
assay cost and time of execution while also
increasing data quality.
You can now build a powerful media
development platform from your desk.
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Figure 2. Comparison of manual versus automated assay time to run ChemStress®.
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